














































































Multiengine Test    Pilot________________________________    Date________________ 

If an airplane cannot climb with one propeller feathered, the reason is 

A. Drag is greater than lift 
B. Drag is greater than thrust 
C. Lift is greater than thrust 

In a high power low speed climb, the propellers descending blade 

A. Creates more torque than the ascending blade 
B. Creates more thrust than the ascending blade 
C. Is further from the centerline than the ascending blade 

The propeller of a failed engine creates the least drag when it is 

A. Feathered 
B. Windmilling 
C. Stopped 

On an airplane with counter rotating propellers the _______ is the critical engine. 

A. Right  
B. Left 
C. None of the above there is no critical engine 

When 1 engine fails on a twin engine airplane, how much of the climb performance is lost? 

A. 50% 
B. 20% 
C. 80% 

After a normal liftoff with no obstacles climb out at 

A. Vyse 
B. Vxse 
C. Vy 

Takeoff performance charts are based on 

A. Temperature, wind and pressure altitude 
B. Weight, temperature and field elevation 
C. Temperature, weight  wind and density altitude 



What is the effect of pulling the throttles to idle on short final with the propellers full forward? 

A. Cutting the airflow over the horizontal stabilizer 
B. Reduced stopping distance 
C. Increased braking effectiveness 

If you calculate the accelerate stop distance to be greater than the available runway length and the 
density altitude is above the single engine service ceiling, what action should you take? 

A. Accelerate to Vyse before rotation 
B. Offload cargo and passengers or wait for cooler conditions 
C. Lift off soon as possible 

In a normally aspirated multiengine airplane, Vmc _________ as altitude increases. 

A. Increase 
B. Decreases 

The most common cause of engine failure is 

A. Ignition problem 
B. Mechanical failure 
C. Fuel exhaustion / fuel starvation 

Vmc is established with the following conditions 

Fill in the Speeds for the P2006T 

Vfe______       

Vle______ 

Vne______ 

Vmc______ 

Va________ 



Explain  accelerate and stop distance __________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Explaine accelerate and go distance _____________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Describe the critical engine on the B55________________________________________________ 

What is the source of power for the landing gear system ____________________________________ 

What is the source of power for the emergency landing gear extention system?__________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

What ice protection is on the B55__________________________________________________ 

How are the props synced in flight?_____________________________________________________ 

Fuel capacity on the B55? ___________________________________________________________ 

Describe crossfeed procedure ______________________________________________ 

How is the cabin heated ___________________________________________________ 

What are the leaning proceedures on the ___________________________________________ 

What is the fuel burn, max cruise @ 5000ft _________________________________________________ 
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